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Sigma Beta Tau loses chance for hot booth

By Nanette Strehl
Kean fraternity Sigma Beta Tau quired to fill out applications that
lost its chance for having a booth at were due no later than 9 a.m. on
Kean's upcoming carnival Tues- Monday in Student Organization's
1day when the Carnival Committee office. The games were to be
voted 10-1 in favor of placing the awarded on a first come, first serve
group's application at the bottom basis . •
of the list after two of its members,
According to Andrea Robertson ,
president-elect of Student Organi- a representative from Alpha Theta
zation Joe Guglielmo and Gabriel
Pi, many organizations spent
Lull, entered the Student Center hours on line outside the Student
Monday before it was opened in an Center waiting for the doors to
attempt to ensure that the frater- · open at 5: 15 a.m. When the doors
nity's application to reserve a were opened, Robertson said that
game at the carnival would be Guglielmo,
Lull ,
and
Tom
among the first received.
Baggstrom, assistant treasurer of
The Committee offered 13 Student Organization , were algames to groups who wished to ready in the hallway in front of Stuparticipate in the carnival. Some dent Organization's office.
games on the list are more profitaWhen asked how they got in the
ble than others. Groups were re- building by Ri chard Patterson , a

representative of the Kean College stand in line for them since they
Chapter of the National Pan-Hel- could not be there themselves. " I
lenic Council Inc., Lull said that he wasn't thinking about what I was
jimmied one of the Student Cen- doing when I used my key to get
ter' s doors until it opened.
in," Baggstrom said . He added, "I
Baggstrom , who's chairman of the felt the action taken by the CarniCarnival Committee, said he used val Committee was appropriate
his Student Organization key and
... anybody who's in the building
entered through the Organiza- before 5:15 shouldn' t be there."
tion's conference room . AccordBaggstrom also stressed that he
ing to Robertson and Joseph Haw- didn't want his actions "to reflect
ley, Baggstrom threatened to rip up on me as having been bias."
groups' applications if the situation
The Committee established a
was not kept quiet.
new rule stating that representaControversy also arose over the tives of certain groups must be prereason why Baggstrom was pre- sent themselves at the time that apsent. He said he was asked by indi- .. plications are handed in.
viduals from two groups, the
In contrast to Baggstrom, GugCouncil for Exceptional Children
lielmo said the actions taken by the
and Nu Theta Chi , if he would
Committee were wrong. He said

that he and Lull were unaware that
they couldn't enter the building
until 5 :15 , and simply "yanked on
the doors" until they opened.
"There's no sign stating when the
building is open and there were no
set rules about entering the building," he said. Guglielmo also felt
the Committee's decision was unfair since no one asked him to
come and give his point of view at
the meeting. Although he couldn't
give a specific time, Guglielmo
said he didn't see anyone waiting
outside the Student Center when
he walked around the building. He
added that the Committee's decision would not prevent the fraternity from doing well at the carnival.

More colleges make themselves harder to enter
From College Press Service

Colleges are going to be even
tougher to get into next fall, an
American Council on Education
(ACE) survey has found.
Institutions nationwide, for the
second time this decade, are moving almost in lockstep to raise their
admissions standards and iron
"gimmick" courses out of their curricula.
"In general, colleges want to get
the message to high school students to take co\\ege preparatory
courses so colleges can stop teaching remedial classes, 11 says Eva
Galambos, co-author of a Southern Regional Education Board admissions standards study.
"The public has made it clear it
expects colleges to provide higher

education, not remedial education," she adds.
" It's a conscious effort to improve the quality of education,"
says Paul Lingenfelter of Illinois'
Board of Higher Education .
" Educators are taking a look inward for ways to improve education and reduce remediation ."

Of more than 400 colleges surveyed, 60 percent plan to upgrade
entrance requirements, including
standardized test scores.
fwo-thirds of the· nation' s
schools ROW make freshmen take
math and English placement tests
in order to be accepted, while forty
percent require writing proficiency
exams, the study shows.
The universities of Illinois and
Washington , for example, are examining tougher entrance require-

ments. Arizona's new standards go
into effect in 1987 and Tennessee's
in 1989. North Carolina's Higher
Education Commission wants to
reject students who score under
700 on their Scholastic Aptitude
Tests (SA Ts) from all state schools.
And at the University of Southern California, this year's new
standards
mean
next
fall's
freshman class could boast a 3.45
average GPA.
Not everyone favors the toughter standards, however.
Raising minimum SAT scores
will "be devastating to our plan for

racial admission," insists University of North Carolina spokesman
Robert Dawson. "Four years of
school work gives more of a prediction of success than a threehour examination on Saturday
morning."
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New student art gallery opened in Vaughn-Eames this month.
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Other critics argue tougher standards will disqualify "average" students, minorities and others who
may flourish in college despite
poor academic records.
The move to stiffer requirements
- ·particularly higher test scores comes at the precise time some
schools are dropping standardized

test scores as a screen for new appl icants.
"We felt that other factors were

the other direction, urging high
schools to teach college-bound
students what colleges will expect
of them, says ACE study author
Eliane EI-Khawas.
And most colleges are sticking
with the SAT.
"Many schools fear to go
beyond the standardized tests," El'Khawas says. "The tests only predict those who will do fine the first
year. Others may have only fair

better pnadi

reoces

tial ," says E za
Bates College, one of two Maine

schools which recently stopped
using SAT scores as entrance requirements.
- ·_ _ -.
Bates and nearby Bowdoin College instead are giving more
weight to students' class rankings,
grades, counselor evaluations,
term papers, in-class essays, types
of high school courses taken and a
series of three academic achievement tests.
A college study found "the
achievement tests [were) better
predictors than the SAT and that [a
student's) class rank has always
been [a) stronger [predictor) than
the SAT," Woodcock says.
"We discovered that the SATs
picked out two types of people,"
she notes. "Those whose SAT
scores reflected their high school
scores and those whose SAT scores
didn't reflect thei r high school
scores."
" I have the feeling the SAT might
be culturally biased, " adds Harvard researcher Dean Whitla .
" Hi spanics tend to score lower on
the verba I test."
Harvard wants to make the SAT
admission requirement optiona l,
and let entering freshmen take a
battery of five achievement tests.
"Achievement tests have always
been stronger predictors, " Whitla
says.
.
California could ease freshman
anxieties even more .
The state' s Postsecondary Education Commission wants to lower
Cal State admission requirements
because only 29 percent of the
state's high school graduates can
, meet current standards.
But mo~t colleges are moving in

7
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Monk
review

EI-Khawas says the higher admissions standards won't keep any
students out of a college they want
to attend .
"Students know entrance requirements beforehand, " she says,
" and they apply where they meet
requirements and have similiar average scores."
Colleges aren't likely to turn
many students away, either. "Only
a small number of colleges in the
U.S. are very competitive," EIKhawas observes . "Others go
through their application pool , accepting a large number of those
who apply ."
Both public and private schools
" leave loopholes in their admissions req □ irements fo r students
who don't meet the standards,"
Galambos of the Southern Regional Education Board says.
Another reason for the rising
standards is that colleges no longer
have to accept as many ill-prepared students as in the past.
" Now there are more community colleges and comprehensive
state schools," explains John
Prados, Tennessee's vice president
for academic affairs. "The universities themselves are expanding, so
there's more interest in narrowing
the focus of the institutions."
"Our idea is to encourage high
school students to make a better
prepared curriculum, not to make
hurdles for students," Illinois'
Lingenfelter notes.
A recent Gallup poll , however,
shows 60 percent of Americans
oppose stricter college entrance
requirements, though they favor a
nationwide high school graduation test.
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Women's Center's upcoming events

By Debbie Anderson
At this time, I would like to take
son based upon a double occu- the opportunity to inform Kean
College students as to what serpancy plan , excluding meals.
A $300.00 deposit is required by vices are provided for them at the
April 19 with the balance due 60 recently re-opened Women's Cendays before departure. For addi- ter. It is a resource/referral center
tional information call Dr. Ann where students may inquire about
Walko, association president at organizations as well as borrow
books from our library. Books in527-2557 or 2558.
clude works by women , and books
on the following topics: marriage,
divorce, careers, finances, reand was produced ·by the Simon lationships, stress and bealth , as
Wiesenthal Center.
well as many others.
On April 18, between 8 :30 a.m.
One of the major goals of the
and 12:30 p.m ., the video-taped Women's Center is to make the
oral testimony of Holocaust sur- students more aware of services
vivors will be played in the and events available on and off
Holocaust
Resource
Center. campus. If you are seeking assistVideo-taped testimony was an oral ance, we have compiled informahistory project of Dr. Sidney tion to help you select the organiLanger, assistant professor of zation that may suit your needs
sociology, anthropology, and so- best.
cial work, sponsored by the
The Women's Center's main
Holocaust Resource Center.
concentration is on issues conAlso on April 18 at 8 p.m. the . cerning women on campus . We
public is being invited to a screen- have just formed a Task Force
ing of Breaking the Silence: The Committee which contains five
Generation after the Holocaust, a
58-minute film that has been
shown on public television. The
film's topic is how the chi ldren of
survivors of the Holocaust learn to
improve their self-images and their
By Richard Patterson, Jr.
relationships with parents .
While most students of Kean
The film was written and pro- College were enjoying their Spring
duced by Eva Fogelman, a
Break, the Pan-Hellenic Council of
psychotherapist and child of sur- Kean College was fulfilling comvivors. Its screening is being sponmitments to serve mankind .
sored by the Greater Elizabeth SecThe Pan-Hellenic Council, contion of the National Council of
sisting of the black Greek-letter orJewish Women and Second Genganizations on campus, sent out
eration . A discussion will follow .
two $600.00 checks to institutions
Concentration camp momen·tos
and organizations to aide them in
and video-taped testimony of surtheir continued development.
vivors will be shown during the
The first organization was Fisk
open house hours in the Holocaust
University, a black educational inResource Center in the Nancy
stitution, of Nashville, Tenn. This
Thom'pson Library . Hours will be
was donated to help sustain the

British Isles tour
A British Isles Tour has been
planned by the Kean College Professional Women' s Association.
The two-week tour of England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales is scheduled to leave New York on August
21 with a September 5 return . The
cost of the tour is $816. 10 per per-

Commemorating the Holocaust
Kean College will be the site
Apri I 15-18 for a series of events
commemorating the Holocaust.
This year's observance marks the
40th anniversary of the liberation
of the death camps and will emphasize the effects of the
Holocaust on the families involved.
The Jewish Family and the
Holocaust will be the theme for
the central event - a Remembrance Day (Yorn Hashoah) observance - at 7:30 p.m. April 17 in
the Wilkins Theatre. The public
has been invited to hear Holocaust
survivors sha·re their family stories.
Sponsors of the Yorn Hashoa observance are the Holocaust Resource Center at Kean, the Union
County Board of Rabbis and the
Jewish Federation of Central New
Jersey.
On April 15 at 8 p.m. Gladys
Helfgott, of Union, and Auschwitz
survivor, will address teachers taking a graduate course in the
Holocaust. Helfgott is originally
from Poland . The course, taught
by Dr. Joseph Preil of Elizabeth , a
professor of instruction, curriculum and administration, is in its
fifth consecutive semester. The
lecture, in the Holocaust Resource
Center, is open to the pub Iic.
On April 16 at 1 :40 p.m . the
Kean College Jewish Student
Union will sponsor a program in
the Holocaust Resource Center
featuring Murray Pantirer, of Hillside, a Holocaust survivor who
will speak on his experiences . Pantirer is president of the Holocaust
Resource Foundation .
On April 17 at 2 p.m . the film
Genocide will be screened in the
·Holocaust Resource Center for
members of the Kean College
Adult Learning Center and the
public. The film is narrated by
Elizabeth Taylor and Orson Wells
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sub-committees dealing with specific issues on campus. For instance, the Networking/Awareness Committee facilitates the interaction with other women's
groups on and off campus. The Security Committee is concerned
with improving campus safety,
and increasing awareness of crime
prevention . The Advisory Committee offers ideas and suggestions for
the Women's Center on programming, publicity, services, and
campus issues. The Legal/Financial Committee discusses money
management, divorce, insurance,
credit, financial planning and sexual harassment. Last but not least
the Interpersonal Health and WellBeing Committee is concerned
with assertiveness, stress management, counseling services, balancing career and family, gynecological care and other health services.
If anyone is interested in joining
any of these committees, please
stop in the Women's Center CC112 for more information . We will
soon be publishing a monthly

newsletter. If anyone wishes us to
include any events that their organization is sponsoring, please
call us at 527-3009 or stop in.
Some upcoming events include
a Discussion by Executive Women
in New Jersey sponsored by Adult
Advisory Services, on April 17 in
the Alumni Lounge, Downs Hall.
The program is from 1 :30-3:30
and admission is free. On April 24,
there will be a film in J-100 entitled
The Fear That Binds Us, which is
about violence against women.
The program starts at 12 :00 and
finishes at 1 :3 0 with a discussion
following the presentation . On
May 8, the Women's Center is
sponsoring another film called Killing Us Softly, which is about the
image of women as portrayed in
advertising. There will be two
showings, one is at 12:00 in J-100
and the other is at 7:00 p.m ., also
inJ-100.
We are looking forward to meeting many of you at these events as
well as in our office; located in the
College Center 11 2.

No Spring Break/or Pan-Hellenic Council

noon to 4 p . m. April 15 and 17,

8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. April 16, and
8:30a .m. to 12:30 p .m. April 18.
Momentoes are being lent from
the collection of Dr. Phillip Newman of Short Hills through Second
Generation, a group of children of
survivors. The momentos include
camp money, cloth badges,
stamps, Nazi passports for Jews, a
letter, a lelegram, identification
cards, ration cards, anti-Semitic
propaganda in French and a poster
announcing the Nuremburg Laws.

Lift America raises $1500.
By Wendy Good
If you walked by the CSW weight room on March 25, you would have
seen 13 enthusiastic weight-lifters participating in the National Strength
Coaches Association 's Lift-America.
The top lifters in the event, which was hosted by the college's Athletic
Training Club, were Henry Ricci , who lifted 480 pounds; Joe Barbado,
415 pounds; Andy Ford, 385 pounds, and Jim Byrne, who lifted 355
pounds.
According to Gary Ball , local event chairman and instructor for the
Department of Physical Education, Recreation and Health, no final calculations have yet been made. "Fifteen hundred dollars has been
pledged, " he said, "which is about three times more than last year's
total." ·, ·
The money is raised for the Special Olympics and for research in
strength training.
·
Ball said that 15 other people have been involved in a wise variety
of activities during the week, such as running, to raise the money.

For Mtm & Women

university's
commitment
to
academic excellence for students.
The second was to the Frank
Woodson Fund. Mr. Frank Wood-

son is a paraplegic who was in- was to familiarize the members,
jured while playing football for Ir- and the prospective members,
vington High School. He cannot with the operational procedures of
function
without human or reserving rooms on campus, and to
mechanical aides. The donation is acquaint the prospective members
to help defray the cost of Mr. with their viability to the campus
Woodson's medical expenses . once they become members. After
Also during the Spring Break, the the discussion of the viability of the
Pan-Hellenic
Council
sent Pan-Hellenic Council, Student Or$192.00 to Save The Children ganization and the Black Student
. Union, Mr. Cottle conducted a
Foundation to sponsor a child .
On April 1 the Pan-Hellenic question and answer period.
The aides for this workshop
Council held a workshop for the
members of each black Greek-let- were : Ms. Mary Little of Delta
ter organization and their pledge Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.; Ms.
groups. The workshop was facili- Michelle Hutton of Delta Sigma
tated by Mr. Christopher Cottle of Theta Sorority, Inc., Delta Zeta
the Office of Student Activities and Chapter, and Mr. Benjamin Smith
advisor to the Pan-Hellenic Coun- of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity , Inc.,
cil. The purpose of this workshop Mu Pi Chapter.

Bauer to speak on Whitman and Poe
As a prelude to an on-site visit,
the English Club will present a talk
by Dr . John Bauer, professor of English and a specialist on American
literature, on Walt Whitman in
Camden and Edgar Allan Poe in
Philadelphia on Thursday, April
18, at 1 :40 in Willis 315. The college community is welcome to

hear Dr. Bauer discuss two great
American writers.
Following this curtain-raiser, the
English Club will sponsor an allday trip on Saturday, April 20 to
the Walt Whitman House in Camden and the Poe House in Philadelphia. The trip is free to the college

community, but those interested
should make a reservation with Dr.
William Evans, English Department, and give a $5 " good-faith
deposit" to him. The bus leaves the
TPA at 9:00 a.m. on April 20 and
you are urged to bring a " brownbag" lunch .

Executives (o discuss accomplishments
The Economic and Mangement who has written several · business
Science Department in conjunc- articles with a focus on women for
New Jersey Monthly and Managetion with Adult Advisory Services
of Kean College, is planning to pre- ment, Inc.
The panel discussion will utilize
sent a panel discussion which will
highlight the important contribu- an interview format. It will be informal with questions and answers
tion of a select group of successful
from the audience highly encourwomen executives from New Jersey. The affair is scheduled for aged. This open forum type format
has proved to be very successful at
Wednesday, April 17, 1985 from
Kean College in the past. The
1 :30 to 3:30 p .m. in the Alumni
panel includes women executives
Lounge, Downs Hall. Kean College is privileged to have this op- with a variety of skills, talerits, eduportunity to present some of New cation, and experience levels.
Dana Dowd Williams is director of
Jersey's top corporate women discussing their accomplishments advertising and publication relaand sacrifices up the ladder of suc- . tions for First National Bancorporation ; Redenia Gilliam is vice
cess. The panel discussion will be
president of goverment relations
moderated by Ellen Rand, a sucand planning for Baily's Park '
cessful writer in her own right,

Place; Ida Julian is president of
Cybis; Donna Zaller is vice president of marketing for SMC Software Systems, and Joan Greene is
vice president of municipal finance at Ryan Beck & Co.
The free program should prove
to be both informative and entertaining. The entire Kean College
community is cordially invited to
attend, especially female business
students. For further information,
please contact Dr . Michael Helliwell , Economics and Management Science Department, Willis
Hall, Rm 403C, Ext. 2642 or Barbara Lindeman, Adult Advisory
Services, Administrative Bldg.,
Second Floor, Ext. 2210.

Commuter Committee meets
Come see our special events bulletin

OPEN 2 pm- 2 am Mon & Sat 4- 2
SANDWICHES - QUICHE - SNACKS SERVED
GAMES • JUKE BOX • DANCING

51 South Day _St., Orange, N.J.

(201) 676-1399

By Susan S. Doblosky
The Commuter Commrnittee
n~d its first meeting March 22,
1985. ,~~ purpose of this committee is to aid and facilitate the needs
of the Kean College commuters
and to help commuters become
more aware and involved in cam-

pus life.
The goals of the Commuter
Committee are: a) to get the help of
people not directly related to Student Org.; b) to hand out a survey
to commuter students to see how
they can be better facilitated, and
c) to put together commuter pack-

ets to let people know what is
going on on campus.
The Commuter Committee can
help greatly with campus awareness and involvement. We encourage everyone to participate in this
committee.
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Kean College
Senior Proin '85
Birchwood Manor
Whippany, New Jersey
June 3, 1985
7:30 PM-1:00 AM
Bids On Sale
In The Student Center

Sponsored By
Student Orgamzation, Inc.

Buy Your -Bid Now
Through May 24th
All Full-Time Students
Are Welcomed
Price Is $50. 00 Per Couple
For more information
stop by the Student Organization Office

USA Singles &
Primo Productions
presents

SINGLES
EXPOSS
featuring
fashions• buffet• info on activities
" clubs• travel• seminars

Graduate art students'
works displayed
Masters' Thesis '85 , an art
exhibit featuring the work of nine
Kean College graduate art students, will open April 8 and run to
May 1 in James Howe Gallery in
Vaughn Eames Hall.
The exhibit includes studio
work, ceramics, jewelry, furniture, printmaking and painting.
Gallery hours are Monday through
Thurstjay 10 a.m . to 2 p .m . and 5
to 7 p.m ., and Friday 10 a.m . to
noon . At 6 p.m . on April 10, 17
and 24 the public is invited to hear
the artists discuss their work in the
gallery. A meet-the-artists reception will be held from 3 to 5 p.m .,
April 14 in the gallery.
Artists and their works are :
Ahmed Adeninji of Irvington,
who was born in Western Nigeria,
employs the intaglio method of
making prints with spiritual
themes . He is a free lance commercial artist.
Arnold Brown of Belleville produces functional sculpture using
bentwood, lamination and stacking techniques in oak, willow and
birch . An art educator in Elizabeth,
he will exhibit two music stands.
Maryann Emanuele of Fords
produces delicate sculptural pendants in gold and silver using the

lost wax method of casting. She
teaches art in Irvington.
Kevin Heller of Hillside creates
environments with stoneware vessels he places vertically and horizontally. Heller teaches in Irvington.
Judy Glasgow of Mt. Tabor uses
the lost wax mthod and drop casting to form jewelry and functional
pieces .
Karen Mercer of Elizabeth , a nativ~ of Moundsville, W .Va ., a potter, makes decorative wall and
floor tiles using glazes in free form
and geometric designs.
Funsho Chris Ogunbodede of
Newark, who was born in Nigeria,
is a painter who incorporates both
Wester and African themes in his
work.
Yang Sue of Scotch Plains, a native of Korea, is a neo-expressionist painter who works with
synthetic polymer paint on canvas .
Ave Maria Walwark of Jackson,
is a printmaker who uses inkless relief in a traditional framed print format with three dimensional embossed cubes .
Additional information can be
obtained from Zara Cohan of
Elizabeth, gallery director, at 201 527-2307 .

Sunday, April 14
12 no·o n-8 PM
Marriott Inn, Somerset
Exit 6, Route 287
For more info please call 275-2474
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Editorials.
Playing games
Back in October, the Independent ran an article entitled Claim of increased security investigated, in which, after weeks of investigation, we
found the Campus Police to be inefficient and lax
in their duties.
Lieutenant Jenkins claimed he was misquoted
in the article, although he never specified how he
was misquoted. This we find hard to believe,
since the interviews were tape-recorded and
were conducted by one of the lndependent's
finest reporters. The article prompted Jenkins to
state that he would only answer further questions
if reporters wrote them out. This way, he assured
us, he would be "glad" to supply the information.
The Independent voiced objection to Jenkins'
request. But Jenkins has the rightto do so.
He does. Yet his request is both unfair and impractical from a journalistic viewpoint. And it's
our belief that he has no substantial reason for
doing so. First, Jenkins is making it more difficult
for reporters to get information they need for articles about incidents the Kean community ought
to be informed of. Second, in lieu of the request's
impracticality, reporters can't afford to wait for
him to leisurely write the information they're
rightfully seeking. We can't expect Jenkins' pace
to keep up with the fast-paced world of journalism. In the long run, it altogether cripples our
objectives.
What's even more crippling, however, is the
fact that Jenkins has failed to respond to us even
in this fashion. And it doesn't stop there. The
problem of non-cooperation has spread beyond
Jenkins. For we can truly say that none of the
police officers ever returned our reporter's calls. ·
This shows not only a lack of professionalism but
also a lack of common courtesy as well.
In short, it's clear to us that the Campus Police
are eager to play games that are blinding not only
us, but the entire Kean community to the truth.
And it's our educated guess that Jenkins is the
game-keeper.
We suggest that the Campus Police quickly remove their blir:iders. For their non-cooperation is
a cheap way to retaliate against a newspaper that
simply and objectively printed the truth.

Thurs., April 11, 1985

Letters
No support from the Independent
To The Editor:
In response to the last two Independent editorials stating that (a)
Student Organization has been as
stagnant as "the air on a hot summer day, " and (b) the Student
Council meeting last week was run
like a circus: These are unfair, onesided comments . First: in response
to the remarks made about last
week's Council
meeting,
if
Nanette Strehl, editor-in-chief of
the Independent, had bothered to
come to the beginning of the
Council meeting she would have
understood that we had just completed discussions on two very
sensitive topics. The behavior of
the Council was used to lighten the
air and make the meeting more enjoyable. Strehl also found it more
important to report the behavior of
the Council meeting than the results of two very controversial topics.
In response to the previous Independent issue stating "Student Organization has been as stagnant
this year as the air on a summer
day," I as well as many other
Council members resent this comment. Although Student Org. has

had many problems this year,
many of us have worked hard to
reach certain goals. Some of these
goals and accomplishments have
been: the opening of the information booth in the Student Center; a
very successful freshman leadership; a Student Organization
newsletter; the consolidation from
three to one financial manuals,
thereby making it easier for the
funded groups to control their
funds; reactivation of Spring
Leadership; the evaluation of services presently being offered with
the hope of starting new ones; a
successful voter registration drive
conducted by the NSA office; active participation in freshman
orientation; the publishing and
distribution of a Student Organization Manual; the formation of a
Commuter Committee to look into
the concerns of commuter students, and the successful operation and administration of a budget
close to $500,000 .
The Independent fails to mention these accomplishments as
well as others. They simply write
the negative things about Student
Organization.

I, as a student body leader, find
it very difficult to take this constant
criticism. I am in no way denying
that Student Org. has had a very
difficult year dealing with personality conflicts . However, these
conflicts and problems in no way
reflect the Organization as a
whole.
Most of the Student Council
works very hard for the benefit of
the student body, yet receives no
support from the Independent.
Week after week, the Independent
continues to pass judgment on the
Organization . I have yet to see the
editor of the Independent asking
questions about the ·Organization
and how it functions . How easy it
is to criticize something we don't
understand . Is the Independent
beyond all reproach or criticism?
Are they such experts that they can
sit back and make negative comments about everyone but themselves.
What the editor of the Independent has forgotten to mention is
that ALL full-time students are
members of Student Organization
and if the Organization fails, we
are all to blame .
Stephanie Schibell, treasurer
Student Organization, Inc.

Editor's note
Editor's note: We don 't find that your reasons excuse the Council's behavior. The strain from discussing
sensitive topics doesn 't give certain members ofthe Council the right to behave the way they did.
You're incorrect when you state that I failed to write on the topics discussed. I did give coverage to the
Coggins' impeachment.
I agree with you that the Independent doesn 't give enough coverage to Student Organization's goals and
accomplishments. But it's unfair to say we've totally neglected this. We have covered or have run press
releases on some of the goals and accomplishments you list. In addition, we've written articles on the goals
you wish to achieve.
lots and the campus itself. And
who could forget the Squires First
Aid Squad, who volunteer their
time to administering first aid to
There is a world of opportunity , an
those in need~
environment that nurtures not only
This list could go on and on; the
academic excellence, but a warm
library staff, the cafeteria staff, the
and friendly atmosphere condumaintenance staff, etc., etc. I feel
that everyone who participates in
cive to that acadmeic excellence.
There is a faculty who, more
giving Kean College a good reputathan often , are more than happy to
tion should be commended for
go out of their way to help stutheir time and efforts, and encouraged to continue strivi ng to keep
dents: be it with a classroom probKean a college to be proud of atlem or just a friendly word of encouragement. Then there are the , tending.
Campus Police, who are conKeep up the good work!
stantly seen patrolling the parking
DaveGehrum

Negative attitudes
To The Editor:
I have noticed that nearly every
editorial expressed in the Independent displays a negative attitude
toward Kean College. It is for this
reason that I find it necessary to express my own opinion of this fine
college . Sure, Kean has its share of
problems, but what institution of
higher learning doesn't? I feel there
is much more to Kean College than
the parking problems and an occasionally dissatisfied student.
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Film " Last Grave at Dlmbaza"
Award winning film shot Illegally in
South Africa
12 noon. 2:30 p.m .• 5•00 p.m.,
7•30 p.m., J -100
Each showing followed by a
discussion.
Moderated by facultyfstudent teams.

Thursday, April 18
FM•uring:
Ur. i:,,aniel Marolen, A South African
Political Refugee, Poet and Journalist
ind representatives from several

" literature and Liberation"
Or. Dennis Brutus, South African
Poet, Ant j.Apartheid Leader, Prolessor of En9lish, ~orthwestem_

¥W;~l~~oA1t{"cluUing

~,n~;r:~r1<~•!~~~:~o~~~ i~~~~gs

Moderated by Or. Donald Wheeler.

oned in South Africa
1•40 p.m., J -100

12 noon, J -100

ADMISSION IS FREE FOR ALL EVENTS
Sc>onsor.i ~ 131ac11. Sludenl lkiion. E.ngHat, ()eplnmtnl. 1n1em11110..i s1uoen1 .t.uoclatiOn. ~ Studcln
A ll•irs. otfic. of Studenl ACtiYlties, Soclology/Soc ..t wen Oept,n mctnt.

,_

lecOu<e . . . . ..

Funoed In pW'I by Studenl OrganizatlOO, Inc.

Funded in part by Student Organization
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OPINION

Are unions on a permo,nent decline?
That' s the prediction of a Rutgers
economics prof. who has been getting lots of publicity. lately. It was
the newest of a spate of recent
analyses of pundits and journalists
foretelling the demise of organized
labor in the U .S.A.
The question is of direct interest
to the Kean College faculty and
staff, the bulk of whom are unionized . It also should concern undergraduate and graduate students
and all others on campus . Why?
Because the trade union movement is a crucial institution in
rrlodern society . The "good
health" of organized labor is essential for the "good health" of the nation .
There is no di sputing there is
ample foundation for the gloomy
forecast on the future of unions.
The Bureau o f Labor statistics show
that union membership dropped to
18.8 percent of w age and salary
w orkers in 1984, from 23 percent
in 1980 . There is mass unemployment and permanent plant shutdowns in industries where union
members have worked . There is a
continued shift of workers to service industries and sma ll , light industry. The A .F.L.-C.1.O . has not
been very vigorou s in its efforts,
nor very successful where it tried,
to organize the millions of unorganized.
A hostile, anti-labor Administra-

tion has led the way in union-busting. It has systematically proceeded to destroy or distort the legislation protecting labor' s rights
which wa s put together by more
enlightened politicians in the last
half-century.
A substantial section of the pub1ic, probably a majority, pictures
unions negatively, accepting the
image of a too-powerful special interest or exaggerating the examples of corruption and ties with
crime syndicates .
The failure of the A .F.L. -C.1.O .
to "deliver" for Mondale in
November gave credibility to the
notion that labor was finished as an
effective politicat and economic
force.
The need for unions continues
For the first time in A. F.L.-C.1.O .
history, the executive council approved last month a highly S"el fcritical report by a Committee on
the Evolution of Work . A lbert
Shanker, the president of th e
America n Federation of Teachers,
said , " I consider thi s a revoluti onary document. " I oftimes differ
with Shanker' s opinions, but this
time I'm inclined to agree.
The committee report was the
result of two and a half years of
study. It not only analyzed the external factors in the economy and
in government that have crippled
the unions. It called sharp atten-

tion to the .weaknesses within the
organization, and recommended
very important changes . If these
are effected, and vigorous steps
taken to implement them, the tide
will turn .
The fact is that unions are
needed as much , if not more, than
ever. The same basic conditions
that brought millions to recognize
that the individual worker cannot
protect his interests by himself,
that he must join with other workers to bargain collectively, still prevail. These 'needs will grow as the
full impact of the reactionary attack in W ashington and in the
workplace weighs on the backs
and pocket-books of working
people. And that will include the
white-collar workers, the skilled
w o rkers in high tech industries, the
engineers and chemi sts, the computer and electro nic specialists,
the office workers, the teachers.
These categories continue, in
large part, under the illusion that
th eir interests, both economic and
political , are different from , or
even in opposition to, organized
labor. But that will change, I believe, as the realities enfold in the
coming years.
The figures in the Bureau of
Labor Statistics that show drop in
union membership got the headlines. The same data that showed
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Manny Cantor

18.8 percent belonged, showed
21 .6 percent of wage and salary
workers were covered by union
contracts. The same study found
that earnings of workers who belonged to unions were 33 percent

higher than that of non-union
members. In 1984, the median
weekly w age of unionized workers
16 years o r older was $405 , as
. against $303 for non-union workers. It is a fact, also, that the union
wage in a given area often sets the
standard for non-union workers.
American unions have fallen
" behind the pace of change" concludes the A .F.L.-C.1.O . committee's study. Can the encrusted bureaucracy which unanimously accepted the criticism adopt the innovative methods of representing
their memb~rs and attracting new

ones which the report also recommends? Desperate necessity may
force them to do what is required :
to allow new, emerging leaders to
revitalize the rank and file and involve them in union affairs and in
organizing the unorganized; to put
an end to inter-union feuding and
develop cooperation instead ; to
develop close ties and alliances
with
other
community-based
groupings that will battle to preserve and advance their interests
against the
industrial-military
complex that now rides saddle in
Washington. These include the
movements
among
women ,
blacks, the elderly, the farmers,
college youth, the poor and homeless, and especially the millions
· who oppose the · Administration
policies on armaments and for intervention in Central America.

Mixed up over the MX
the phenomenal costs that such an
By Thomas De Martino
On March 26 the House of Rep- extravagant system would entail.
In the infancy of the Reagan Adresentatives voted to approve 1.5
billion dollars for the production of ministration it was suggested that
21 MX missiles. The criterion for its the 100 missiles be compactly
suggested necessity was that it situated in a launch scheme dubwould send an unequivocal mes- bed the "Dense Pack" scenario.
sage of "resolve" to the Soviet The theory that facilitated this proUnion that America was deter- posal was that if the system was
mined to defend itself. This sup- subjected to a first strike the initial
position therefore was to give U .S. impacting missile would neutarms negotiators in Geneva an au- ralize the subsequent missiles,
gmented spectrum of flexibility in thus precluding their detonation .
the proceeding talks with the Therefore, the launch site would
only be required to withstand the
Soviets .
In his campaign for approval of impact of one missile . However,
the funds, President Reagan stated this variation was also rebuffed
that "no United States Congress due to the precariously speculative
has ever denied a President a and inconclusive nature of the
weapons system deemed vital to theory.
That brings us to the present pronational security." But who is it
that deems such systems vital? The posal that aspires to deploy the MX
military industrial complex? Sec- in existing silos that presently
retary of Defense Casper Wein- house the Minuteman force. This
berger? Europe? The American proposition completely ignores the
people? What Mr. Reagan ' s state- necessity of which its initial purment did was to elevate the issue of pose was derived - replacing vulthe MX to one of a test of pat- nerable missiles with invulnerable
ones. The constra ints of reality dicriotism.
The fact is. that the MX is intrinsi- tate that the MX is now neither innor
vital.
Notcally a useless and consequently vulnerable
superfluou s weapon no more ef- with standing, Mr. Reagan and his
fective in the transmittal of an entourage of congeni al sycophapts
ominous gesture of " resolve" than (con gressmen) ostensibly do n'o t
the wielding of an arrow in the ab- limit themselves to such consence of a bow. The following is a straints. Thus the message that is
synopsis of the history of the MX sent to Moscow is one of calcudebate which should serve to de- lated futility rather than " resolve. "
One need not be a tactical exlineate such a postulation .
When the MX was first proposed pert to discern that it is not the misduring the Carter Administration it siles that are vulnerable but the
was intended to supplant the anti- structures in which they are
quated "Minuteman" Interconti- situated and commence their
nental Ballilstic Missiles (ICBM) propulsion . Therefore, would a
that had become vulnerable to a MX be vulnerable if deployed on a
Soviet first strike (as all land-based submarine? No. But the missile is
missiles have become) . The origi- too large for that to be plausible . So
nal system was to be comprised of one may .ask, "Why then does the
approximately 100 missiles and U.S. impose on itself the Soviet
400 silos into which the missiles mentality that lends reverance to
would be intermittently shuttled by the maxim bigger is best? You 've
means of a subterranean transport got me on that one. For it is a ques-.
tion only soothsayers and other
network.
metaphorical worshippers of crys·It was initially assumed that the
tal balls can answer.
system would circumvent any first
Perhaps the Soviet Politburo will
strike attempt. The system was inissue commemorative fifths of Ukevitably rejected when it was surranian vodka to its members for
mised that the Soviets would
merely strike all 400 silos rather
this one.
Note
than speculate on the precise locaIn reference to European theater
tion of the 100 missiles inclusive of

missiles, Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev announced last week
that his nation would freeze the deployment of Intermediate Range
5520 Missiles (IBM) in Eastern
Europe. However, that promulgation contains ambiguous overtones considering that 414 of them
have already been deployed.
Hopefully this change in policy
will augur for progress in the present negotiations, but it may con-

versely be a specious political ploy
to arouse dissent among Western
European public opinion over the
deployment of Pershing IBM's
(which the NATO nations accorded to in 1979 as a countermeasure to the Soviet IBM's).
The Soviet deployment of IBM's
(which began in the 70's) was an
unwarranted and provocative act
which represented a destabilizing

escalation of the arms race."· pro-

vided the Soviets with the capacity
to strike Europe requiring a travel
span of approximately a mere ten
minutes. NATO must not allow itself to be frozen into inequity . If
such missiles are not totally withdrawn the deployment of the
Pershings must proceed to ensure
that Moscow also remains ten minutes away.
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The trend to simply ban drinking
may go nationwide soon, insurers say

•

l

From College Press Service
In a trend which many experts
claim could soon spread nationwide, all Massachusetts state colleges and universities are being
forced to halt campus alcohol sales
because they can ' t find an insurance company to carry their alcohol liability policies .
It could make college bars and
on-campu s liquor sales obsolete.
" No other state is in as severe a
position as Massachusetts, yet,"
notes Mark Rosenberg of the Insurance Information Institute (Ill) .
"But it's a growing problem around

the cou·ntry and it could easily become as severe in other areas."
The problem arose first at Southeastern Massachusetts University
(SMU), when administrators recently learned their insurance broker couldn ' t locate a company willing to renew their alcohol liability
insurance.
Such coverage protects the university, campu s bar employees,
administrators, and regents from
lawsuits connected with on-campus alcohol consumption .
SMU received notice its alcohol
coverage would not be renewed at

the end of March because insurance companies were getting out
of the alcohol liability business.
"The underwriters are simply no
longer renewing any bar or club
liability policies," explains Francis
Gordon , director of auxiliary services at SMU . "They're getting out
of alcohol liability coverage except for establishments with an 80/
20 food-alcohol mix. And there' s
no way a campus bar can serve
that much food."
Only days after:_ SMU learned its
alcohol coverage would not be renewed, state colleges throughout

Massachusetts were told their alcohol policies would be cancelled •
April 1, 1985 .
_
Because Massachusetts law requires state schools to carry liability insurance before they can serve
alcohol, on-campus alcohol sales
in the state virtually have ended ,
Gordon says .
"We've [SMU] already stopped
selling alcohol here," he says,
"and the other schools will have to
do the same thing real soon . Even
without the state law, we couldn't
afford to continue serving alcohol
without liability insurance. "

Experts say the lack of alcohol
liability insurance easily could
spread to other states.
"The commercial liability industry is in a very tough time," notes
Bob Fulton , an insurance broker
with Child, Savory, and Hayward
in Boston , which unsuccessfully
tried to find a company to renew
SMU's alcohol liability policy.
" From what we' ve seen, insurance companies are very anxious
to get out of the liability market in
general, and alcohol liability
coverage in particular," he says .
The reason, Fulton and other experts say, is a combination of
tougher drinking laws, increased
liability of bars and taverns for the
actions of intoxicated patrons, and
mushrooming court awards in alcohol-related lawsuits.
In addition, 35 states now have
"dram shop" laws that extend liability for alcohol-related accidents
to the parties that served liquor to
the person who caused the accident, explains Edward Hammond,
vice president for student affairs at
the University of Louisville, and
member of a newly-established
national task force on college alcohol issues.
Colleges, too, have faced increased liability in recent years for
acc idents, crimes and injuries resulting from institutional negligence.
Cases involving such schools as •
Ohio State, Virginia and Oregon,
to name a few, have held student
organiza tions and fraternities responsible for the actions of intoxicated guests, Hammond points
out.

Even raising the legal drinking
age can make colleges more vulnerable to lawsuits.
In Minnesota, for instance, the
drinking age may soon jump from
19 to 21 , greatly increasing the
chan ces of colleges accidently
serving liquor to minors, and
opening up tremendous liability
potential , warns University of Minnesota attorney Mark Karon .
"If you were at a fraternity, a
sorority, or a dormitory or any
other kind of party and you gave
liquor to a minor, you impose the
possibility of common-law negligence" by selling liquor to underaged students, he warns .
" In the wake of all these law
changes and crackdowns, what's
happening is that someone drinks
himself blind, goes out and wraps
his care around a telephone pole
or crashes into another car, and
then the victim s and their families
sue the bar or fraternity fo r huge fi nancial settlements, " says Donna
McKenna of the Professional Insurance Agents association.
"That's why [insurance com panies] are dropping alcohol liability."
If more insurance companies
quit offering alcohol liability policies, colleges may find it increasingly costly to serve liquor, or to
allow alcohol on campus at all.
SMU is a complete "dry" campus now, says Auxiliary Services
Director Gordon. Other Massachusetts schools soon will do the
same thing, he predicts.
Indeed, without liability insurance, "many colleges around the
country may decide simply to ban
alcohol from campus rather than
face the risk it poses to the institution, " says Louisville's Hammond,
noting a number of campuses already have gone dry even with liability insurance.
"It' s not something I agree with ,"
he adds, "but it's certainly making
more and more sense - at least fi nancially and legally - for colleges
to get away from alcohol altogether ."
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Arts and Entertainment
FILMS/Baby .
By David Wuethrich
I've probably seen this type of
movie a half-dozen times or so
over the year' s and l still have to
admit I'm a sucker for them. Following in the footsteps of films like
Dinosaurs, The Lost World, and
The Valley of Gwangi comes the
latest addition to the "Man Meets
Prehistoric Animal" genre, Baby,

Secret ofthe Lost Legend.
Like it's predecessors, Baby has
pretty much the same story line.
What makes it a little different
though is that it is very sympathetic
towards the dinosaurs. Instead of
running amok and killing people,
they are portrayed as docile and
near harmless. This is most likely
due to the fact that the film was
made by Touchstone Films, a division of Walt Disney. The film is
very much in the Disney tradition,
sort of a Jurassic Period version of

Bambi.
The film stars Sean Young as a

. . dinosaur cuteness

fema le archaeologist in Africa with
her husband William Katt. They
come upon a Brontosauras family
deep in the jungle. Being vegetarians the dinosaurs are pretty much
tame. Opposite the benevolent
scienti sts is an evil archaeologist
played by Patrick McGoohan,
who is out to take the find for his
own.
The film's namesake is a young
Bronto whose father is killed by the
henchmen of McGoohan and the
mother is taken from the jungle to
be brought back to civilization .
The rest of the film is taken up with
Katt and Young trying to reunite
mother and child .
It might seem that this movie is
too cute, but it is a film with the
family in mind, and that is always
good to see in theaters today .
There seems to be enough action
to keep the older kids, and perhaps
the grown-ups, interested in the
movie.
The main problem I had with the

.> .

film wasn 't with the cuteness. (I
suppose that Disney magic never
really leaves us.) It was with the
film's special effects . Comparing
this to other classic dinosaur flicks ,
I found that the effects didn't measure up. They were good enough for
the film , but they should have been
much better. Perhaps the producers thought the effects would
satisfy a youn$ audience, but in my
opinion I feel that kids today aren't
as easily fooled as we might expect, especially after great special
effects movies like Star Wars and
E. T. I wish the producers would
have looked at works by such effects masters as Ray Harryhausen
and Willis O'Brien to see how to
make dinosaurs come alive on the
screen.
So much for my tirade, Baby all
in all is a good film . If you are looking for something a little lighter in
flavor, or want to take the family
out to a movie, Baby is a nice bit
of fa ncy from the prehistoric age .

Meet Wendell Tvedt.

W~nil~ y~m believe he's about
to becdrile America's #1 hunk?
What happens to him,
could happen to you!

Student Organization, Inc.
presents

ARoastfor
President -Weiss
Weclnescfuy, Aprif 24 at 6 PM
Downs Haff, Dining Rooms I & II
$22 for faculty!stajflaaministration

$15 for students
'])inner arufentertainment
Tickets available in the Student Org. Office, Tuesday,
April 19. Proceeds go to the College Scholarship Fund and
African Relief Fund.

Whodunit?
For those who love a good old-fashioned murder
mystery, the Speech/Theater/Media program at
Kean College will present Dame Agatha Christie's
The Mousetrap at the Wilkins Theatre. Performances
will run May 2-4 at 8:00 p.m. and Sunday, May 5 at
3:00 p.m.
Directed by Dr. James R. Murphy, coordinator of
the STM program, The Mousetrap is set in an old
English manor house during the 1950s. The performers
are all students at Kean. Tom Kartelias of Edison and
Joanne King of Scotch Plains play the proprietors of
Mon'<swell Manor guest house, Giles and Mollie
Ralston. Their guests are: Christopher Wren (Victor
Hoff of Summit); Mrs. Boyle (Lauren Cornish of Short
Hills); Major Metcalf (Kevin MacNamara of Elizabeth);
Miss Casewell (Marta Jaremko of Millburn); Mr.
Paravicini (A. Leon Gulcicek of Westfield). and
Detective Sergeant Trotter (Mar\<. Ma\ara ot H\\\s\oe).

Assistants to the director are Cheryl do Costa of
Elizabeth and Matt Lynch of lselin.
The Mousetrap is the longest running play on
record (over 30 years). and it still sells out in London.
For this production, Murphy has made some changes
in the script to make it more contemporary and
suspenseful. Tickets are on sale at the Wilkins Theatre
box office. Prices are $2.00 for students with I.D. and
senior citizens (limit 1wo tickets per student), and
$4.00 for the general public.

C.C.B. _p resents
'

A Bus Trip to
Yankee Stadium

N. Y. Yankees
vs.

Boston Red Sox
Tuesday, April 23
$10 with Kean College I.D.
$15 for the General Public
2 Ticket Limit Per Person
Money must be in by April 19
Bus Leaves T.P.A. at 5 P.M.
Funded by Student Organization

The PrisonerOfSecondAvenue
The Prisoner of Second A venue , a well-known
comedy by Neil Simon, will be presented on
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, April 16-18
at the Zella Fry Theatre (VE-119) at 12:30 p.m.
Directed by Mark Yablonsky, the cast will
include Gene Foti , Pegeen Shean, Jim McCabe,
Joseph Henry, and Kirsten Anderson. Admission
for this final 1984-85 Lunchtime Theatre
production is 50 cents.
Everyone is invited to attend !
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REVIEW!Dancer, musician
MeredithMoTlk
By George Schroepfer
On Wednesday, March 27,
avant-garde dancer and musician
Meredith Monk performed at the
Wilkins Theatre . Let the facts
speak for themselves .
The first half of the program featured no music. Ms. Monk portrayed an Indian woman living out
in a desert. This squaw squeaked,
squawked, and squealed for nearly
a half hour while dragging her flat
feet across the stage. I thought that
Monk tried to prove that you
shouldn't feed 'l udes to owls, but
someone told me that Monk
wanted to depict the emotional
and spiritual landscape of a primitive woman . Tres profound . I
missed the point entirely.
The second half of the program
consisted of Monk and an associate performing original songs
on synthesizers. Monk's two fingers performed energetically on
her keyboard while she sang lyrics
like, "There's a man on the street
. . . there's a man on the street
. .. " One song dealt with what a
drag Armageddon will be because
Monk won 't be able to get any coffee. I suppose that there were other
deep insights that Monk had about
a potential nuclear apocalypse,
but due to Monk's indecipherable
shrieki ng / wasn't ab le to understand them .
I intended for this review to be
much nastier, but I decided that
there was no point in stooping to
Monk's level. This might sound
foolish since Monk and her kind
comma nd a great deal of respect in
contemporary performing ci rcles.
Perhaps if I shucked my talent the
way Monk does 1too would be getting gran ts and headlining at Carnegie Hall . Come to think of it, I or
anyone else would be better off
without any talent at all if the lack
of talent guarantees you the admi-

ration of the intelligensia.
I don't think that someone coming out on stage and making
strange noises is art. I too know
where to find C Major on a
keyboard , but that doesn't qualify
me to call myself a musician. If I
went out on stage and screamed
"My dog has the runs and I can 't
find my poopie scooper!" would .
that be an aesthetic statement
worthy of a Guggenheim fellowship?
What intrigues me about all the
nonsense that Monk and her followers make is that I have no doubt
that many of these people would
ridicule something like punk-rock.
Would any of these chic folks want
to be caught at some place like the
Irving Plaza listening to someone
in leather sing Too Drunk To F_ .
That's lowbrow. That's trash.
However, the educated elitists go
to cultural places and watch a
grown woman flop around on the
stage like a stoned fish. This is Art .
After all, the New York Times said
so, right?
I personally would rather listen
to such unpretentious works as The
Ramones / Want To Be Your Boyfriend. The minimalist music of
guys from Queens who just want to
rock and roll impresses me far
more than a minimal talent arrogantly posturing herself as an artist.
Punks might disturb you - after all ,
they are antithetical to everything
that seems relevant in culture- but
they don't disturb me anywhere
near as much as a fraud like
Meredith Monk. Punks grow up
and outlast their fads. People like

Meredith Monk performing Woman in the Desert.

Carry Black

~

~ CONCERT SERIES
JOHN SCHER Presents

Monk have a far more lasting ef-

fect. The acceptance of their tasteless and talentless exhibitionism
feaves artistic standa rd s in the gutter from whence the likes of Monk
draw their inspiration.

LOS LOBOS
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CINEMA

JERSEY CITY 613-1100

OAWNO
337 44 18

T1IE MOVIES

LONG BRANCH

PASCACK

870-1700

W!Stv,000
664 3100

WOOOBRIOGE 6J6 44 74

[AS l BRUNSWICK
1381998

FABIAN FIVEPUX

PATERSON 141-4800

SECAUCUS
866-6161

CINEMA 10

FIVE POINTS

LOEWS TROY HIUS TWIN

SUCCASUNNA
~ -8860

~ -9633

UNION

j~~~ANY Jl!l!U-Wj

• •

0
IBEATRE

326 MDMftOE 51 PASSAIC NJ

APRIL23
at8PM

• •

$ 13.50/12.50
326 MONRO[

0

sr1!!~~!~~

~
Concert Series

RKO RT. 17 TRIPLEX

FR[ EHOlO
461-0600

HAWTHORNE
417-181•

$12.50/11.50

MIDWAY QUAD

FOREST H1LlS
/~~~ SIXPLEX 113 1111
1618111
Y 743 4333
JACKSON TRIPLEX
RKO PROSPECT TRIPLE)
~ITISTDNE MULTIPLEX ..
,.,iizii,fiT.1:,Pll
..,..k'lll:it..,•f"'cll:!••r::1SLAN==D-;;lW:;;:IN:;---- \'i<;~i"[IGH!S
fl USHING 319 IOIO

~ jNE TRIPLEX

OVERDRIVE
APRIL 20 atBPM

RARl!AN 116-0101

STAT£ QUAil

WOOOBRIDGE TWIN

OliODDD
MAY 11 at8PM
$14.50/13.50

~

~

32 6 MONROE ST PISSIIC. NJ

;.,

ALL TICKETS ON SALE AT THE BOX OFFICE.T1~E'ffl0N (201 ) 792-1467 or (212) 977-9020 AND THE CAPITOL THEATRE
BOX OFFICE IN PASSAIC. FOR INFORMATION CALL THE ST. PAULI GIRL CONCERT HOTLINE: (201) 778-2888. CHARGE
ATTELET~ON (201) 343-4200 or (212) 947-5850. No cans, bottles, cameras or recording equipment allowed. All parties
subject to search in a manner permissible by law. To Protect You : The State of New Jersey's New Ticket Law: Maximum resale
value of all tickets is now 20% of face value of ticket or $3.00, whichever Is greater ( - tax).
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APRIL 1985
SUNDAY

MONDAY

Calendar
2

1

~

.

7

10 1

1-

z
z

l,IJ

C

~~ftball, Ramapo, H, 3:30

11

Uncovering MesoAmerica, Lecture, Music, Dance;
Wilkins Theatre, FREE, Tickets
required, WLC

6

5

4

3

9, .

8

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

TUESDAY

The Panocha String
Quartet, Wilkins Theatre, 8
PM,•, KAS

12

~~ross, N. Y. Maritime, H, 1

13

l,IJ

Q.

l,IJ

C

z

14

Coffee Hour, Bruce &
Hutchinson, 7 PM, FREE,
CPTS

15

Lunchtime Theatre, Zella Fry
Theatre, 12:30 PM.• 50¢,

16

STM
Computers in the Writing Field,

Browsing Room, 1:40 PM, FREE, Ed
Liberation of South Africa, Dr.
Morelen, J-100, 12 PM
Yorn Hashoah, Holocaust
Remembrance Day, Library, 1:402:55 PM, FREE

22

21

James Kearns: Sculptor/
Painter, VE-112; 1:40 PM,

VAS

23

1 Lunchtime Theatre, Zella
Fry Theatre, 12:30 PM,• 50¢,

17

STM
Last Grave at DimbaZa, J-00, 12
PM, 2:30 PM, 5 PM & 7 PM

Lunchtime Theatre, Zella
Fry Theatre, 12:30 PM,• 50¢,
STM

18

Student Org. Council
Meeting, Downs Hall
Meeting Room A 4:30 PM

19

Carnival, April 25-28,
Vaughn Eames Parking Lot,
6-11 PM

26

Lacrosse, Southampton, H,

1 PM

20

Softball, Jersey City, H, 1
PM & 3 PM

Literature and Liberation, Prof.
Brutas, J-100, 1:40 PM

Executive Women of NJ
Discussion, Alumni Lounge, 1:303:30 PM, FREE

FILM: The Fear That Binds
Us, J-100, 12-1:30 PM, FREE,
Women's Ctr.

24

Softball, Rutgers-Camden, H, 2:30
PM &4 PM

~~ftball, Hofstra, H, 3:30

25

Carnival, April 25-28,
Vaughn Eames Parking Lot, 6-11
PM

Lacross, Southampton, H,
1PM

27

Carnival, April 25-28,
Vaughn Eames Parking L9t, 6-11
PM

Health Fair, Browsing Room, 123:30 PM
Israeli Fair, Alumni Lounge, 1:40-3
PM, FREE
Museum Mile, Bus Trip, 8:30,
• $2.00
Ill

cc

-0,

-

·;::

CL

<
f::i ·

.z:
I-

28

Carnival, April 25-28,
Vaughn Eames Parking Lot, 6-11
PM

Hispanic Festtval & Unify
Week

29

Latin Unity Dinner, Downs
Hall, 8 PM. Invitation only, HFC

Unity Workshop with Piri
Thomas, Alumni Lounge,
1:40 PM, limited
attendance

30

Softball, Glassboro, H, 3 PM & 4
PM
Lecture: Piri Thomas, author, J100, 8 PM, FREE

Hispanic Organization MAY 1
Display, Sloan Lounge, 12 PM.
FREE, CC

Neche de Gala,
MAY 2
College Center Cafe., 7:30 PM,
FREE

Mousetrap, Wilkins Theatre, 8 PM,
• $2 & $4, STM

MAY 3

Softball, Doubleheader, MAY 4
Wagner, H, 1 PM & 3 PM

Mousetrap, Wilkins Theatre, 8 PM,
• $2 & $4, STM

Mousetrap, Wilkins Theatre, 8 PM,
• $2 & $4, STM

Latin Festival Picnic, East
Campus, 1 PM

Latin Dance, College Center
Cafe., 9 PM, • . HFC
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ANNOUNCEMENTS/ CLASSIFIEDS
Psychology Club

K.C. Health Professions

The Psychology Club will
Spring meetings: April 16,
host a speaker, Dr. Michael April 23- Health Fair, and May
Jaffe, on Tuesday, April 16, 7. All meetings held on Tues1985 at 1 :40 p.m. in Hutchin- days, College hour, 1 :40-3:00
son Hall Room J-333. The in J-134.
topic to be discussed is Mak- ~ - - -- - -- - - ---i
ing Relationships Work. All are
Council for Partinvited to attend.

Time Students

Child Study Institute

Classifieds
Math Tutor Service: specializing
in College Algebra, Geometry and
Trig. Reduced rates for full-time
students. Flexible hours. For.
more info call 687-3956, ask for
Gary.

Coffeehour dates for
Are you interested in bethe spring semester
coming
a
Speech
April 15, Bruce & Hutchin- NOTICE: Wanted assistance
Pathologist or a Teacher of son ; May 14, Bruce & Hutchin- for summer camps. June 24the Hearing Impaired? If so, son. All coffeehours are held Aug. 1, Mon.-Thurs. 8:15 a.m.you need to schedule a brief between the hours of 7-8 p.m. 1:45 p.m. 2-3 Recreation or Phys.
interview. Call 2218 or stop in Free refreshments are avail- Ed. Majors, 3 Swimming Instrucat the Institute for Child Stu- able to all students. For more tors with Water Safety Instruction
Cert., 1 Swimming Instructor with
dent and see Mrs. Grove for information about these and First Aid Cert. Call 527-2163 or
the applications.
any other events, please call send letter to the Summer Ses- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 our office, the Council for Part- sion Office, 2nd Floor, AdminisInter-Varsity
Time Students at 527-2228, or tration Building.
·
Christian Fellowship
visit our office in the College
Annual Business Meeting, Center, Room CC-·113.
Computerized RNumea. Excluelection of new leaders. t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i sively resumes and cover lettersj
Speaker: Ralph Seigle. Do not
Foreign Student
Free computer storage and up
miss this day, April 16 at 1:40
Scholarships
date. 24 lb. classic laid paper.
in J-132.
Applications for the 1985_86 ·Group discounts. Call 968-8780,
Bake Sale at Bruce on April
24 hr. a day, 654-5357 11 a.m.-7
academic year are now availM F
22 from 4-8 p.m. If ·,nterested
p.m., r. unes.
able in the Financial Aid Office
call Scott, 889-5150.
and the Office of Special StuCollege Students Wanted. F l e x - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Early Childhood Dept.
dent Serives. Deadline for ap- ible hours, pleasant working conplications is May 1, 1985.
ditions for indoor amusement faYou 're Invited
Graduate
Assistantships 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i cility. $3.75 to $4.50 per hour. Call
are available at the Day Care
Phi Kappa Phi contest
Otto in Union at 688-021 o or
Deans to sponsor Third Student Dialogue
Center for early childhood cerThe Kean College chapter Frank in Wayne at 785-1461 , 9
Pleased with the excellent comments and suggestions
tified teachers who are inter- of Phi Kappa Phi, the national a.m. to 5 p.m. dailv.
made by students at the first two Dean's dialogues, a third
ested in becoming master honor society, reminds stuDean~s Dialogue will be held on A(?!il 17, 1985.
teachers and in earning a d
h A .1
• h
Profenlonal Typlat: Resumes,
Many of the concerns expressed by students have been
ents
t
at
pn
22,
1985
1s
t
e
D"
rtat·
Stati
t·
1 T bl
masters degree at the same
isse ions,
s ica a es,
acted
upon for students of the School of Education, Technoldeadline date for entries in the Letters, Theses, Term Papers.
time. Salary plus free tuition, Phi Kappa Phi Research Reasonable Rates. Call Eileen
ogy and Related Professions.
up to 24 credits/year. For more Paper Contest.
964-1793.
If you are a student in the areas of Communication Sciences
information see Emilie NisenPapers written by underand Educational Services, Instruction Curriculum and Adminson, director, Kean College graduates for courses at Kean House for Sale, One family in
istration, Early Childhood Education and Family Studies,
Oa'J Cant Cen\el", at CSN 11 O

(2075), or Ms. Selma Dubnick,
527-2665, T-106.

dur\ng the past two years are

eligible. Prizes of 50 dollars
each will be given tor best en- - - - ---------1 tries
in
the
following
Student Org.
categories: 1) Arts and
Council meetin~s
Humanities, 2) Social and BeApril 19, Meeting Room A havioral
Sciences,
3)
(Downs Hall) ; May 10, Alumni Mathematics and Natural SciLounge, and May 17, J-100.
ences, 4) Educational and
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Other Professional Programs.
Alpha Sigma Lambda
Creative writing, such as
poetry or fiction, is not eligible.
Alpha Sigma Lambda, the Research entries should be
part-time student's honor soci- given to either Dr. Bill Evans of
ety, will hold its Spring Meeting the English Dept. (W305,
on Sunday, April 14, at 2 p.m. phone 527-23 J6, 2092) or Dr.
in Downs Hall Lounge. Bar- Charles Fethe of the Philosobara Lindeman from Adult Ad- phy Dept. (J104, phone 527visory Services (EVE) will 2312, 2583).
speak on Mid-Life Careers.
Election of officers will be held 1----A-l--h-.--A--~-- --i
co o11cs nonymous
and refreshments will be
served.
AA Meeting (Alcoholics
- - -- - - - -- - - - i Anonymous) every Tuesday,
Kean Medical Record
1:40-3 :00 p.m. Call CommuniAssociation
cation Help Center for locaKean Medical Record As- tion, 527-2330/-2360, 2892101 .
sociation is sponsoring a Raffle. The prize is $100.00 cash. 1----C
- o_m_m_u_n_ic_a_t_io_n___ll_el-p--1
l"ickets may be purchased in
W-402B for 50¢ each or 3 tickCenter
ets for $1.00. The drawing will
Have a problem? Want to
take place on Wednesday, rap? Call HotlineJ .289-2101 ,
April 17, 1985 in W-402B.
527-2360, '527-2330, Mon- - - - - - - -- - - - i day-Friday, 9 a.m. to 1 a.m.,
Accounting Society
Saturday-Sunday, 2 p.m. to 1
Next meeting, April 16, Col- a.m. Walk-in Peer Counseling.
lege Hour, W-402. All mem- Monday-Friday, 9 a.m. to 6
bers must attend.
p.m.
Frustrated? Child prob
Adult Children
lems? Call Kean College Par
of Alcoholics
ent Line, 351-5877, Monday
AA Meetings
Friday, 9 a.m. to 1 a.m., SaturAdult Children of Alcoholics, day-Sunday 2 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Do you have a drinking
every Thursday, 7 :45 p.m. Call problem, or have a frierid who
Hotine 289-2101 , 527-2360 or
527-2330forlocation.
has a drinking problem? Call
the Kean College Hotline for
- - - - - - - - - - - - - i the Alcoholics Anonymous
meeting on campus. Call 2892100, Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.
to 1 a.m., Saturday-Sunday, 2
p.m. to 1 a.m.

North Elizabeth; Fine mechani-

cals, garage, large yard, attic, two
bedroom;

incl.

appliances.

$65,000. Ivan Silverman Real Estate Co. Call Dan Kadish at 65681 13.
D.J. Frank Dickson at the Pub
every Thursday. Cheap Drinks!!
Door Prizes!! Also available for
private parties. Call 527-291 O.

Physical Education, Recreation and Health, Technology, or

Special Education and lndivid_ualized Services then you are
cordially invited to:

Supper With The Deans
Wednesday, April 17, 1985
3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
T-111 (Dean's Conference Room)
To make your reservation , ple~se call 527-213 or drop by
T-111 by April 12, 1985. This affair is limited to twenty students.
We are looking forward to the pleasure of your company.

Student photographer wants,
models: M-F, glamour types & 1 - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - --

everyday faces, all ages for still
and motion picture work. Objective is to mutually build portfolios.
Contact P.O. Box 498, New Providence, NJ 07974; or call (201)
464-0969 and ask for Bob, Jr.

- --

New Jersey Executive Women

Room at the Top
A

Panel Discussion

Experiencing stress, tension?
Overworked? Set up an appoint-

presented by

ment for a relaxing, unwinding
Swedish massage, sport massage, or foot massage. For more
information contact Steven J.
Guttman, Certified Registered
Massage Therapist (CRMT) at
687-4549.

Economics Department
Management Science Department
& Adult Advisory Services
of Kean College
Wednesday, April 17, 1985

Math Tutor. All levels algb. thru

1 :30-3:30 P.M.
Alumni Lounge, Downs Hall

calc. Will accept any challenge.
David Cohen. Call 232-8081 anytime, 232-6085 11 a.m.-11 p.m.

FREE
* AIL INVTIED * FREE
Spinners Plus, Music for all af- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -fairs. Neil D'Andria (201) 249~ -=.wiii"fiiiii~Tiiiiiiiii'l'iiiiiii■iiiiijiii7•iiiiiiii"fii-ipii
2420; Jack Hellman (201) 545- ■ ■
9307;Rogers510, 527-2837.

■

■

■
_

■
_

■
_

WILKI NS LECTURE COMMITTEE PRESENTS: LECTU RE • MUSI C • . DAN C E

Guitar For Sale. Six string steel

guitar. Excellent condition. Great
for beginners. Soft zippered case
and strap included. For more information call 754-8207.
Deadline for Classified Ads is

UNCOVERING

MESO -AMERICA
Friday 12:00 prior to publication.
LECTURE BY MICHAEL O. COE, Ph.D.
The cost is $7.00 for the first 30
PROFESSOR OF AP<THROPOLOGY
UN IVERSITY
words. Each additional word is Jj YALE
FEATURING TAHUANTINSUYO
I
AND
30¢. The ad must be prepaid 5 J THE ANDES DANCERS
days prior to publication. Students J
_ ~ _
may place an ad free of charge, i ~ ~ ~ ~-:i-m7)
provided it is not associated with
their place of employment.
~ ~ ~ 11, 191& -1: IS P.M.

,....
. _._

■i!f"~
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creation Round
Do or Die and Swish capture
Intramural Basketball crowns
Quarter-finals: The men's quartook place on Monday
evening, March 18. The pairings
included Do or Die vs. The Untouchables, L.A. Express vs . Backdoor Bombers, F-Troop vs. Nu
Sigma Phi, and No Names vs .
Cheeba Crew. Tlie first match between Do or Die and The Untouchables was dominated by Do
or Die. Jerome Stephens of Do or
Die contributed to the 26-14 half
time score with his 85% successful
free throw baskets. Though Kevin
Bethea of The Untouchables
added 8 points to second half scoring, giving him a total of 14 points,
it was not enough to stop Do or
Die. The final was 54-36, and
Devon Hayden of Do or Die led his
team w ith 13 points.
The second game was a close
match between L.A. Express and
Backdoor Bombers. The first half
lead went to Backdoor Bombers
24-20. Rich Krysa of Backdoor
Bombers contributed with an 83 %
free throw percentage. Second half
action was intense as the score seesawed back and forth . Fred Munoz
of Backdoor Bombers was strong at
the foul line during the second
half, making 71 % of his attempts.
However, the Ba~kdoor Bombers'
efforts were not successful. L.A.
Express captured the victory 49-44
with Garri ck W illiams and Stacey
W esley as the leading scorers with
l 5 and 12 points respectively .
F-Troop and Nu Sigma Phi met
in the third game of the evening .

1 terfinals

Nu Sigma Phi jumped to a 22- 12
first half lead, due to scoring successes by Kevin McConnel, chri s
Madianni , and Carl Hicks. During
the second half, F-Troop was
sparked by Ronnie Peake with 14
points in the half alone. However,
Nu Sigma Phi continued to hold
the lead, final score 49-34. Kevin
Mcconnel and Chris Madianni,
both of Nu Sigma Phi had 12 points
and 10 points respectively.
The final game of evening between Cheeba Crew and No
Names was a very close game. At
the half, No Names led only by 2
points, 18-16. Mike Masi of No
Names contributed 8 of those
points. Masi continued to dominate with 100% free throw shooting and a total of 16 points .
Cheeba Crew's downfall was their
failure to convert any free throw attempts . Brian Doleman of Cheeba
Crew, with 16 points, was their
only spark; but, it was not enough,
No Names defeated Cheeba Crew
38-34. Semi-Finals: The semi-fin als
were played on Tuesday, March
19. Do or Die defeated Nu Sigma
Phi rather decisively in the first
game. Both Jerome Bernard and
Devon Hayden of Do or Die led
the first half scoring with 11 points
each, which contribvted to the 3216 half time score . Second half action saw Troy Newland of Do or
Die add 13 more points, a significant contribution to the 74-38 final
score. Leading scorers were

'85 Budweiser NJ
Collegiate Intramural
B-Ball Tourni
Monday, March 25 kicked off
the '85 Budweiser Tournament
held at Kean this year. Bloomfield
and Cook Colleges fought it out for
the first game. At the half, Cook led
Bloomfield 45-36 . Cook defeated
Bloomfield 91-87 , and advanced
to meet Rutgers the following
night. Andrew Baker scored 43
points for Cook . The second game
saw Kean battle against Monmouth. Due to the shooting ability
of Jerome Stephens, Devon
Hayden, and Troy Newland, Kean
had a 54-43 lead over Monmouth .
Devon Hayden continued on his
scoring streak to lead Kean to an
89-78 victory . Hayden finished
with 26 points, while Jerome
· Stephens and Troy Newland both
finished with 16 points each . Kean
advanced to meet Livingston College the following night.
Tuesday, March 26, the tournament continued with Kean College
pitted against Livingston College
and Rutgers University (New
Brunswick) against the strong
Cook College. During the first
game Kean vs. Livingston, Kean
dominated the play . The sharp outside shooting of Kevin McGeady
led Kean to a 58-39 half time jump
over Livingston . During the second half, Livingston never had a
chance to catch up. McGeady
continued to hit the outside bucket
and Glenn Babikian scored with
several tap-ins. The Kean team
walked away with a 118-96 victory, and advanced in the tournament. Kevin McGeady had 32
points, Devon Hayden had 22

points and Jerome Bernard had 20
points.
Rutgers allowed Cook to jump to
an early lead and keep it in the second game. At the half, Cook was
ahead 38-36 . Andrew Baker of
Cook led the scoring with 23
points in the first half. Cook continued to donminate until the end,
winning 86-80 . Baker finished
with 41 points and Dwayne
Hooper, also of Cooke, finished
with 14 points .
Thursday, March 28, the tournament brought Kean face to face
with Cook . Through strong defense, such as pressing and quick
hands, Kean managed to capitalize on some steals. However,
Cook managed to get the ball to
their main man, Andrew Baker. At
the half, Cook led Kean, 45-37 .
Second half action brought Kean's
Devon Hayden and Jerome Bernard to the forefront. At times, the
lead see-sawed back and forth.
Kean had many chances to hold
the lead and add to it, but failed to
drop the ball in the basket. Additionally, fouls plagued the Kean
team , eliminating two players .
Thus, Cook managed to pull ahead
and hold the lead until the buzzer
sounded. The final score was 9288, with 48 points for Andrew
Baker of Cook , and 20 points to
both Devon Hayden and Jerome
Bernard of Kean.
Congratulations to the Kean
team , Do or Die, for their outstanding performance during the
Budweiser Tournament.

Jerome Bern ard and Devon
Hayden, each with 17 points.
The second semi-fi nal game
matched L. A. Express aga inst No
Names. The game was close, with
each team taking a turn at the lead .
At the half, L.A. Express was
ahead , 26-24 . The key .to the lead
for L.A. Express was the 57 %
shooting from the foul line, while
No Names failed to convert any
foul shot in the first half. During the
second half, Rob Maxton of No
Names poured on the steam with
14 points. The game victor was
practically decided at the buzzer,
when No Names was able to convert, with just seconds remaining.
The final score was 50-49 , No
Names over L.A. Express. Rob
Maxton of No Names had a personal total of 22 points.
Final: The championship game
took place on Wednesday, March
20 with the number one ranked Do
or Die meeting the number seven
ranked No Names. At half time,
Do or Die led No Names 24-19 .
Jerome Bernard of Do or Die contributed 10 points of the 24 . Second half action saw Do or Die continue to dominate play as both
Jerome Bernard and Devon
Hayden led scoring with 12 points
and 11 points respectively. Do or
Die was victorious, 58-42. Jerome
Bernard and Devon Hayden had
22 points and 16 points respectively.

Co-rec
softball
Thi s week marked the tirst week
of play for Co-Rec Softball. All
teams entered have been put into
one of two leagues and have been
scheduled in a double round robin
tournament. Upon completion of
the regular season, all teams that
have finished the regular season
without forfeiting out will be
placed in a single elimination tournament.
All team captains are reminded
to pick up their weekly schedules
after 12 noon on Fridays in Room
122 of the East Campus. Additionally, teams are reminded to help
bring equipment to and from the
fields , your cooperation is greatly
appreciated.

Do or Die vs. No Names in the championship game of '85 ln!ramural
5 Player Basketball season. Do or Die defeated No Names 58-42.
photo by Ivan O rtiz

Congratulations to Do or Die,
the 1985 Men' s Five Player Basketball Champions. The members of
Do or Die received Intramural
Champion T-shirts and Certificates
of Merit, and the team name has
been added to the trophy plaque.
The Do or Die were also entered in
the 7th Annual Budweiser New
Jersey Collegiate Intramural Basketball Tournament.
Congratulations are extended to
all teams that participated in the
play-offs and to all teams that competed in the regular season .
Women's league
Finals: The championship game
took place on Wednesay, Maret!
20, prior to the men' s championship game. Wrecking Crew and
Swish, the top two team s of the
women ' s league, battled for the
title. At the half, Wrecking Crew
was ahead 15-13. The second half
~

saw Wrecking Crew get into serious foul trouble. Because of this
foul trouble, it was not long before
Swish was able to capitalize on
being in the bonus situation .
Mandy Zukowski of Swish, was
70% from the foul line. Additionally, Swish's defense was able to
contain Wrecking Crew and held
them to only 5 points for the second half. Swish came out on top,
24-20 . Kathleen Starling of Swish
was leading scorer with 9 points.
Congratulations to Swish, the
1985 Women' s Five Player Basketball Champions. The members of
Swish received Intramural Champion T-shirts, Certificates of Merit,
and the team name was been
added to the trophy plaque .
Congratulations are extended to
all teams that participated in the
play-offs and that completed the
regular season.

U-p coIDing events :..
...:.::.:::::::::::::===
Tennis doubles

Spring Speed Run

Tomorrow, Friday, April 12 is
the entry deadline for the Tennis
Doubles Tournament. Entries will
be accepted in the Office of the
Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports, Room 122 of the East
Campus . Doubles teams are open '
to men, women , or mixed . There
will be a mandatory organizational
meeting on Tuesday, April 16 in
Room D- 125 of the D' Angola
Gymnasium at 1 :40 p .m. (College
Hour) .

The Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports is conductin g
a 2.2 mile prediction run on Tuesday, April 30. Registration for the
run will be accepted on the day of
the run, in Room D-125 of the
D' Angola Gymnasium starting at
1 :40 p .m. The run will begin shortly after the mandatory organizational meeting at 2 :00 p.m . Additional information about the run
and the course are available in the
Office of the Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports, Room
122 of the East Campus.

VolleybaJl
This week also saw the first
games of the men's league and
women's league of Volleyball.
Both leagues have been scheduled
for a double round robin tournament. Following the regular season , all teams that have not forfeited out will be placed in a single
elimination tournament.
All team captains are reminded
to pick up their weekly schedules
after 12 noon on Fridays in Room
122 of the East Campus.

Outdoor club
Do _ you have an interest in
camping, hiking, rafting, biking
and/or canoeing?! If so, you should
attend the organizational meeting
of the Outdoor Club on Tuesday,
April 23 , 1 :40 (College Hour) in
Room D-125, D' Angola Gymnasium . For additional information, call Beverly Flowers, assistant director; 52 7-2229 .

The tee shirt is white , the bull is black and the circle with
the diagonal line is vivid red . Together they send an
unmistakable message on a top quality, 50% cotton/
50% polyester shirt which comes in adult sizes
S, M, L, XL.
Please send me:
_ _ _ Small at $7.50 ea.
_ _ _ Medium at $7.50 ea.
_ _ _ Large at $7.50 ea.
_ _ _ X-Large at $7.50 ea.

$_

Total

SHIP TO:
Name _ _ _ _ _ __

_

_

Address__ _ _ _ __

_

_ __ __

City, State, Zip, _ _

_ __

_ __

_

_

$, _ __

_ __
_

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ __

check or money order:

SMG Novelties

PO. Box 165, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

_
_

_
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SPORTS
B-ball Cougars de,_feat St. Thomas 5-4

'

What a difference a year makes.
In the game of baseball , it is
often said that teams lacking good
pitching cannot be expected to
win consistently. For the baseball
team , that adage never carried
more weight than it does now.
After suffering through a 14-19
season a year ago, the Cougars
have begun their 1985 campaign
with a flashy 9-2-1 mark. Interestingly, the school 's hitting is not
quite as impressive as it was in
1984. But the pitching appears to
be much better.
·
"I'm very pleased with this
year's start because our pitching
has kept the games close enough
for us to come back and win,
whereas last year we might have
lost some of them ," said Kean
coach Jim Hazlett. " [Mike] Cavalluzi did a great job of holding St.

Thomas, but if he had given up
another run or two, we wouldn't
have won ."
After enjoying a 7-2-1 start in
Florida, the Cougars returned
home to face St. Thomas Aquinas
College of N.Y. in a doubleheader
Friday, March 29 . Due to clutch
pitching by Anthony Coco of Belleville and Cavalluzzi of Linden,
Kean won both contests. Coco,
who now holds a 2-1 mark,
pitched eight strong innings before
his club won the marathon on a
bases-loaded
error,
while
Cavaluzzi hurled 3 2/J innings of
impressive relief to gai n his first
victory of the season in the nightcap.
Despite facing a 4-0 deficit upon
entering the game in the third inning, the junior allowed only two
hits the rest of the way, while his

team pulled out a 5-4 victory, by
virtue of a four-run inning in the
home fourth . An RBI single by Bill
Feehan of Roselle proved to be the
deciding hit. Feehan, who is normally known for power, currently
leads his team in runs scored with
14, while sophomore Mark Attanisi of Cranford is the club leader
in hitting, with a .444 clip. Al though hampered by a nagging
hand injury, sophomore slugger
Dom Vazzana of Nutley has the
edge in RB l's with 11 .
"There's no doubt in my mind
that our work is cut out for us in our
conference," said Hazlett, " but I' m
optimistic about entering our conference games with better morale,
because of our pitching ."
The Cougars played their first
NJ SAC contest of 1985 on Apri I 4
at Trenton .
·

Anthony Coco throws the ball home in the game against St. Thomas.

Baseball Cougars beat Baruch twice in double-header
Cougars ~last Baruch 22-3

Barrett defeats Baruch with 3-hitter

By Peter Carey
The men,'s baseball team was as cool as the climate last Saturday as they breezed by
the Baruch Statesmen 22-3 . Veteran Ron Pasko led the Cougar romp as he belted in three
RBl's and scored three times . First baseman Bill Feehan also turned in a strong performance with two hits and two RBl's. Freshman Rich Tejboa's dazzling bunt broke open
a 1-1 ball game, and sparked the Kean predators to a four-run inning late in the second.
The Cougars fought tooth and nail as they sensed that their 12th victory of the season
was at hand .
Junior Ron Pasko and his Cougar counterparts shellshocked Baruch pitcher Chuck
Habil in the third, as they exploded for five hits and extended the Cougar lead 10-1 . The
Statesmen came out flying in the fifth and cut the deficit to 10-3, but it proved to be too
little too late as the bloodthirsty Cougars quickly answered back with two more runs.
Southpaw John Starvis held the Statesmen to a mere six hits before surrendering the
mound to relief-pitcher Mark Marsala in the fifth inning. The sophomore sensation held
the visitors scoreless for the remaining two innings. In the meantime, the Cougars continued their thrashing. Ten different players scored for Kean as they blew open the game
to an unbelievable 19-3. Tom Rippinger led the final bombardment with two singles and
a double as the Baruch bench shook their heads in disbelief. Fielders Mark Antanassi and
Ed Gryzbowski delivered the coup de grace. The pair combined for three runs for the
final tally of 22-3 .
When asked about the game, star-fielder Ron Pasko said, "Games like these are good
for our confidence and can prepare us for the tough conference games." Mark Roll is
still on the injury list with a broken nose, and will probably miss the Cougars' next game,
which is against Bloomfield .

By Keith Becker
Tom Barrett may only be a freshman pitcher, but he looked like a well -seasoned veteran. The hurler from Scotch Plains tossed a three-hit shutout while fanning eight and
walking only three as the Kean Cougars pushed their record to a strong 13-3 with a 16-0
triumph over the Baruch Statesmen in the second game of a doubleheader. The non-conference game took place at home on March 30.
Kean's offense bolted to an 8-0 lead after just three inn ings by belting home runs in
each inning. Junior Mark Attanassi cracked a three run homer in the first inning after two
consecutive base on balls by Baruch pitcher Artie Crichlow.
leading 4-0, the Cougars put the game well out of reach in the second inning on a
two run blast by Junior Pete Artrega . Artrega went two forthree with 4 RB l' s while scoring
three times. Sophomore third baseman Steve Karlie also added a two run shot in the third
inning to make the score 8-0 .

Thi s margin provided pitcher Tom Barrett with a cushion that he could work with . He
continually mowed down the Baruch batters with an overpowering fastball and a sneaky
curve ball.
Even thoug_h our Cougars were launching long balls all afternoon, they wee not without
help m romping the hapless Statesmen of Baruch. Their defense committed four costly
errors and Crichlow walked a total of eleven batters .
This victory will give Kean some confidence as they will face much tougher competition in the New Jersey State Athletic Conference games. If the Cougars play as well as
they did against Baruch they will be a force to be taken seriously as tournament time approaches.

Kean lacrosse stands at 3-3
The Cougars ended its first week
of lacrosse with a record of 2-1 .
Their opening day win against
Widener University of Pennsylvania was the first such win for the
Cougars in five years. The Cougars
came out strong and aggressive
_and jumped out to a 3-0 lead in the
first quarter on goals by Rusty Todd
(Vi neland) and two from Dan DeBenedetto (Middletown). Widener
retaliated with two goals of its own
in the second period but they did
not go unanswered as the Cougars
received scores from DeBenedetto, Kevin Doyle (West Islip)
and attackman Gene Pronek (Allaire).
The Cougars kept up the intensity in the third quarter with goals
coming from both DeBenedetto
and Pronek (2) again to take a 9-5
lead into the fourth .
Widener staged a late fourth
quarter comeback but the Cougars
were not to be denied and held on
to pull out a 9-8 win .

Outstanding performances were
turned in by both Ted Glynn (Morristown) the goalie and defenseman Joe McDonald (Middletown) .
Glynn registered 16 saves and
McDonald shut down Wideners '
leading scorer.
The Cougars kept the ball rolling
against Manhattanville and won
easily 12-5. The first period was
close as the teams exchanged
goals for a score of 4-3 in favor of
the Cougars. The Cougars broke it
open in the second period and led
at halftime 8-3 . The Cougars kept
up their momentum and never
looked back as they answered two
Manhattanville goals with four
more of their own and sea led the
victory .
DeBenedetto led the Kean attack with four more goals, Pronek
added three, Todd and Jeff Lawler
(Point Pleasant) added two a piece
and Doyle rounded out the scoring
with one . Glynn turned in another
fine performance with seven saves

and credit goes to the entire
Cougar defense for only allowing a
total of 12 shots on goal.
In their first conference game
against Mari s of New York the
Cougars ran into a team that was
coming off of two big wins itself
and found themselves in a dog
fight.
The Cougars struck first and led
at the end of -the first quarter 3-1.
The scores came from DeBenedetto with two and Todd with
one.
Maris! scored six times in the
second quarter and Kean ' s Mike
Vallo (Cherry Hill) answered with
a goal of his own . Marist led at
halftime 7-4 .
The second half was all Mari st as
Kean lost some of its momentum
and registered only two goals from
DeBenedetto and Pronek . The
Cougars will be looking to get back
on the winning track in the conference.

Cougars club Bloomfield 10-0
By Sha_wn McConnell

Booming oats and strong pitching were too much for Bloomfield
as the Cougars men's baseball
team raised its record to 14-3- 1
with a 10-0 drubbing over Bloomfield at Kean on Tuesday .
Senior
ri ghthander
Steve
Symczak went the distance, giving
up only two singles while striking
out four and raising his record to 40 on the year.
Led by centerfielder Ron Pasco

(2 RBl's); first baseman Bill Feehan
(3 RBl's), catcher Chris Cavanaugh ·
(2 RBl 's), and third baseman Steve
Karlik (2 hits, 3 RBl's), the Cougars
belted Bloomfield pitching for 12
hits while scoring most of their
runs in bunches, six in the third,
three in the fifth, and then one
more in the eighth .
Leftfielder Ed Gryzbowski led off
the Cougars' third with an infield
single. Pasco drove him in with a
triple that bounced over the rightfielder' s head . Feehan then drove

him in with a base hit making the
score 2-0 . A walk and another base
hit made the score 3-0 . Cavanaugh
doubled in the fourth run and Karlik drove in two more with a base
hit that gave the Cougars a 6-0 lead
after three .
Feehan led off the fifth with a
double and Cavanaugh drove him
in with a base hit. A Karlik tripple
and Grzybowski single made the
score 9-0. The Cougars then
scored one more in the eighth to
round out the scoring.

Kean breezes by Dowling -

By Tom Fanelli
Kevin Doyle and Rusty Todd combi ned for six goals to lead the Kean
Cougars over Dowling College of long Island in a lacrosse match last
Saturday. The Cougars came into the contest with a 2-3 record and
needed a victory to stay in the thick of things in the Knickerbocker Conference .
Kean dictated the action throughout the match with crisp passing and
a tight marking defense enroute to a 10-5 victory . The Cougar defense
orotected its goal early on as they built up their lead.
Dowling College never got untracked and were never in the game.
They. seemed to be out of sync, with many of their passes picked off by
defense. Enrique Hernandez and Mickey Manzer scored two goals a
piece to lead the losers. Dowling' s record dropped to 2-3 .
Also chipping in the scoring column for the Cougars were Jerry Hill,
.vho netted two; Gene Pronek, who netted one, and Mike Volio who
also got one. The Cougars next home game is an important confe rence
match versus N . Y. Maritime on Friday at4:00 p.m .

Women's softball
defeats Seton Hall
By Daniel Blackwell.
With the spring break only a game away, senior Co-Captain Judy
Zambo seemed determined to make her last spring break at Kean College a joyous one .
It appeared as if Zambo had a plane to catch for Florida in two hours
because she would win the Lady Cougars' home-opener with a one hit
shut-out over a struggling Seton Hall softball squad 1-0, in a game that
took just one hour and 15 minutes to complete .
The Cougars managed their lone run in the third inning when CoCaptain Mo Flannery walked and was sacrificed to second on a bunt.
She then reached third when the Seton Hall catcher mishandled a pitch .
With one out, junior Catcher Jean Grossman delivered the winning
run with a base hit single to better the Cougar record to 4-5 .
Hang in there Judy-graduation is on ly 24 more games away.

